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Abstract

DNA-inspired online behavioral modeling techniques have been proposed and successfully applied to a broad

range of tasks. In this paper, we investigate the fundamental laws that drive the occurrence of behavioral

similarities among Twitter users, employing a DNA-inspired technique. Our findings are multifold. First, we

demonstrate that, despite apparently featuring little to no similarities, the online behaviors of Twitter users

are far from being uniformly random. Secondly, we benchmark different behavioral models through a number

of simulations. We characterize the main properties of such models and we identify those models that better

resemble human behaviors in Twitter. Then, we demonstrate that the number and the extent of behavioral

similarities within a group of Twitter users obey a log-normal law, and we leverage this characterization to

propose a novel bot detection system. In a nutshell, the results shed light on the fundamental properties

that drive the online behaviors of groups of Twitter users, through the lenses of DNA-inspired behavioral

modeling techniques. This study is based on a wealth of data gathered over several months that, for the

sake of reproducibility, are publicly available for research purposes.

Keywords: Behavioral modeling, behavioral similarities, group analyses, suspicious behavior detection,

digital DNA, Twitter.

1. Introduction

Recently, techniques and methods typically involved in the analysis of biological DNA have been proved

effective when applied on the investigation of online behavioral analytics, offering new insights into fun-

damental properties of behaviours of online users, e.g. [20]. As first theorised in [18], each action a user
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performs can be associated with an alphabet character. Thus, the chronological sequence of actions of a user

leads to the creation of a string, named digital DNA, which represents the user’s behavioral lifetime. This

encoding, in combination with well-known string mining techniques [1, 2, 61], have been useful for solving

tasks such as anomalous behavior detection. In [19, 22], the authors show that the degree of behavioral

similarities between human-operated accounts is much lower than the one between automated ones. As

qualitatively shown in Figure 1, as the number of accounts grows (x axes), the amount of similarity among

legitimate accounts (in terms of similar sequences of actions) rapidly drops to very low levels; conversely, the

amount of behavioral similarity among automated accounts remains noticeably high, even when considering

large groups of accounts2.

Figure 1: Behavioral similarity for spambot and legitimate accounts. While legitimate accounts share few behavioral similarities,
spambots feature a suspiciously high behavioral similarity.

Beyond highlighting significant differences between spambot and legitimate accounts, these results raised

questions regarding the amount of behavioral similarities of the latter. In fact, the very limited similarity

measured for legitimate accounts could suggest that diversity and heterogeneity characterize human be-

haviors in Online Social Networks (OSNs), so that they can be considered completely unrelated between

one another, with their actions almost uniformly random. Yet, to date, few results have been achieved to

characterize diversity – or, conversely, similarity – of online human behaviors.

Here, we extend our previous work [19], with the goal of deepening the investigation on the fundamental

characteristics of behavioral similarities among groups of OSNs users. In [19], we compared real online

behaviors with randomized null models, showing that simple models are only partially capable of explaining

behavioral similarities among groups of users. We also provided the first evidence that the models feature

a diminishing returns property, meaning that they quickly become inefficient towards representing online

human behaviors. Finally, we gave a rigorous characterization of the behavioral similarities found among

2It is worth noting that the figure has an illustrative purpose, preparatory for the following sections. It describes a situation
where the boundaries between humans and bots behaviors are very clear.
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a group of human-operated accounts and we hinted at the possibility to exploit such characterization to

design a bot detection system.

1.1. Contributions

This manuscript extends the previous work [19], providing the following novel and unpublished contri-

butions:

• we generate 133M additional synthetic digital DNA sequences that we exploit to define properties of

our behavioral models;

• we give a rigorous characterization of the diminishing returns property of our models, which follows a

Weibull asymptotic growth model;

• we propose a novel technique that leverages the rigorous characterization of human online behaviors

to detect groups containing bot accounts;

• we apply our technique on 4 real-world datasets of human and bot accounts and demonstrate its

effectiveness in detecting groups of bots.

The data used in this study are publicly available to the scientific community, for the sake of repro-

ducibility3.

1.2. Roadmap

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly surveys recent literature, positioning

our study within relevant related papers. Then, Section 3 provides the background and definitions for digital

DNA and Section 4 describes 4 real-world Twitter datasets. In Section 5, we discuss a series of experiments

aimed at measuring and modeling the randomness of human online behaviors. In Section 6, we leverage

results of Section 5 to derive a fundamental law for the emergence of similarities in human online behaviors.

Later, we exploit the characteristics of the law derived for legitimate accounts to distinguish them from

automated accounts (i.e., spambots). Finally, Section 8 draws conclusions and highlights promising direction

for future research and experimentation.

2. Related work

In the last recent years, Academia paid attention to model, characterize, and predict online users’

behaviors [11, 38], with the aim of, e.g., improving content personalization, optimizing search results and

suggesting ad-hoc online advertisement [39]. These kinds of analyses have been made possible due to

the worldwide adoption OSNs, search engines, and e-commerce platforms. However, online behavioral

3http://mib.projects.iit.cnr.it/ dataset.html
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analysis presents clear challenges since “users behaviors depend on content, intentions, and contexts” in

complex online scenarios [27]. On top of that, and remarkably, mounting evidence suggests that many

of the forecasts and analyses being produced misrepresent the real world [50]. Till now, the majority of

works published to date regarding behavioral modeling have been vertically focused on well-defined and

finite tasks, such as analyzing specific behavioral patterns [12, 51, 8], recognizing the same behavioral traces

across different platforms [44], predicting future behaviors [65, 54, 42, 16, 10], and detecting anomalous

ones [40, 18, 37, 21, 23, 45].

More recently, another stream of research proposed horizontal, context-agnostic studies that lead to

interesting findings, such as those related to the online inter-event time distribution of user actions (referred

to as interval patterns), showing that users have persistent and distinct interval patterns [36]. Others instead

focused on tweeting behaviors [18, 21], concluding that the behavioral information of an OSN user can be

encoded in a single string of characters.

Even before the massive use of the Internet and social networks, and the consequent study of online

human dynamics, lognormal distributions have been associated with human behavior. Various studies

appeared in the literature concern the time to complete tasks, duration of strikes, income frequencies,

epidemic incubation times and marriage age [43, 56, 41].

Halfway between real and virtual life, a pioneering work shows how many human tasks, from communi-

cating between each other to work patterns, are carried out by interspersing bursts of activity to periods of

inactivity: ‘when individuals execute tasks based on some perceived priority, the timing of the tasks will be

heavy tailed, with most tasks being rapidly executed, whereas a few experience very long waiting times’ [4].

Speaking instead of pure online human behavior, the study of whose fundamental laws is the central

point of this manuscript, a first work dated 2011 studies the social news website Digg. At the time, readers

could vote for the stories they thought more or less interesting. The work in [57] shows how the activity of

users in voting for a story on Digg obeys a lognormal distribution. A subsequent work by the same authors,

dated 2013, resumes more exhaustively the first work, confirming the results on Digg and asking that even

the inter-arrival time of retweets on Twitter obeys the same law [28].

The cited works uncovered the presence of heavy-tailed distributions in many expressions of human

dynamics.

In summary, on the one hand, all these studies highlighted that our online behaviors are very diverse and

heterogeneous [54]. On the other hand, few works investigated viable means to characterize diversity and

similarity of such behaviors. Moreover, the vast majority of analyses are focused on individual users, rather

than on communities or groups of users, despite their importance in OSNs [30, 49]. In our work, we aim at

filling this gap by giving a rigorous characterization of online behaviors and of the behavioral similarities

among a group of OSN users.
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alphabet bases

label information number list

B3
type type 3 A⇐ tweet, C⇐ reply, T⇐ retweet

B3
content content 3 N ⇐ tweet contains no entities (plain text), E ⇐ tweet contains one or more entities of one

type, X⇐ tweet contains entities of mixed types

B6
content content 6 N⇐ tweet contains no entities (plain text), U⇐ tweet contains one or more URLs, H⇐ tweet

contains one or more hashtags, M⇐ tweet contains one or more mentions, D⇐ tweet contains
one or more medias, X⇐ tweet contains entities of mixed types

B3
interaction interaction 3 W ⇐ tweet without interaction, O ⇐ interaction with ordinary user, C ⇐ interaction with

celebrity user

B6
interaction interaction 6 W⇐ tweet without interaction, L⇐ interaction with low popularity user, D⇐ interaction with

middle-low popularity user, M⇐ interaction with middle popularity user, H⇐ interaction with
middle-high popularity user, C⇐ interaction with celebrity user

B3
account-age account-age 3 N ⇐ interaction with new user, M ⇐ interaction with middle-aged user, L ⇐ interaction with

longtime user

Table 1: Definitions of the alphabets and the bases used throughout the remainder of this study.

3. Background and definitions

Since our study grounds on behavioral modeling with digital DNA [18, 21], in this section we provide a

succinct description of the main concepts of digital DNA used throughout the remainder of this work.

3.1. Digital DNA sequences

We define a digital DNA sequence as a row-vector of characters (i.e., a string),

s = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) bi ∈ B ∀ i = 1, . . . , n

Characters bi in s are drawn from a finite set, called alphabet,

B = {B1, B2, . . . , BN} Bi 6= Bj ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , N i 6= j

The Bi ∈ B characters are also called the bases of B. We represent a user’s behavior with a digital DNA

sequence by encoding each action of the user with a base. Then, by scanning user’s actions in chronological

order and by assigning the appropriate base to each action, we obtain the sequence of characters that makes

up the digital DNA sequence of the user. Figure 2 shows the process of extracting the digital DNA sequence

of a Twitter user, by scanning its timeline according to the alphabet B3
type defined in Table 1.

Table 1 gives the definitions of all the alphabets used in this work. These alphabets represent possible

encodings for OSNs actions, and have been already adopted in previous studies based on digital DNA [18, 21].

The intuition behind the alphabet notation is as follows. B stands for the set of bases bi, that is, the characters

with which the DNA string can be composed. The superscript indicates the number of characters and the

subscript what we intend to capture in the tweet. In summary, the B3
type alphabet encodes user behaviors

according to the type of tweets produced, either tweets, retweets, or replies. Alphabets B3
content and B6

content

provide a way to model Twitter actions, with different granularities, by looking at the content of tweets

rather than the type. In order to easily classify a tweet based on its content we exploited Twitter’s notion of
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Figure 2: Excerpt of a digital DNA extraction process for a Twitter user with the B3
type alphabet.

entities4. Another possible way of modeling the content of tweets could have involved the detection of the

topic of a tweet [53, 35]. Then, it would have been possible to define an alphabet so as to have a different

base for each of the main topics, such as politics, sports, technology, music, etc. Anyway, for the sake of

simplicity, in our work we only exploited Twitter entities in oder to obtain DNA sequences based on the

content of tweets.

Instead, we defined the alphabets B3
interaction and B6

interaction to capture in our model the interaction

patterns of Twitter users, when considering the digital DNA sequences of a group of users. The idea is to

employ different bases with respect to the popularity level of the peers with whom a given user interacts.

Specifically, we exploited retweets and replies between users as a form of interaction and an account’s

followers count as a measure of popularity for that account. For this purpose, we computed the distribution

of followers counts among a random sample of 400,000 Twitter users: such distribution is skewed towards low

followers count values for ordinary users, since only few outliers count up to millions of followers, representing

4Twitter defines the following types of entities: URLs, #hashtags, @mentions, and media (images, videos). For a complete
reference of Twitter entities, see: https:// developer.twitter.com/en/docs/ tweets/ data-dictionary/overview/ entities-object.
html
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the Twitter celebrities. Then, in the definition of the alphabet B3
interaction, we defined a base to represent

interactions with celebrity users, another (different) base to represent interactions with ordinary users, and

one last base to represent tweets that are not interactions (i.e., that are not retweets nor replies). In the

definition of the B6
interaction alphabet we expanded this model by including more bases for the different levels

of popularity determined by the percentiles of the distribution of followers count values. For instance, this

approach could be used in order to understand whether users having a given level of popularity in a social

network typically interact with other users on the same level, thus following an assortativity law [6, 62].

Finally, the alphabet B3
account-age shows another possible way of modeling user interactions. In contrast

with the two Binteraction alphabets, this time the different bases represent the age of the accounts (i.e.,

time since the account’s creation) with whom users interact, rather than their popularity. We used fixed

thresholds to classify accounts as being new users in the Twitter platform (account age < 6 months), middle-

age users (6 months ≤ account age < 3 years) or longtime users (accounts age ≥ 3 years)5. We defined

the alphabet as having one base for each of these 3 classes of accounts. Notably, to mark a difference with

Binteraction alphabets, in B3
account-age we did not include a base for tweets that do not represent interactions.

As a consequence, such tweets are not represented in digital DNA sequences obtained with B3
account-age.

As introduced before, in the above notations, alphabets are characterized by a subscript (e.g., type) that

identifies the kind of information captured by the bases, and by a superscript (e.g., 3) that denotes the

number N of bases in the alphabet. These two indices are typically enough to unequivocally identify an

alphabet. As demonstrated by the B3
content and B6

content alphabets, the superscript is useful to distinguish

alphabets modeling the same facet with a different number of bases.

Closing, it is worth noting like, although we limit our analyses to the digital DNA sequences obtained

from the 6 alphabets defined in Table 1, the DNA modeling technique is suitable to encode a broad range of

different behaviors and interactions, thus representing a flexible framework for online behavioral analyses.

For instance, even if the account actions are ordered chronologically, our alphabets lack a temporal notion,

which can be represented by the moment, or by the frequency, with which a tweet, a retweet, a mention are

posted. The flexibility of the modeling technique makes easily possible to extend the alphabets with those

kinds of temporal information.

3.2. Similarity between digital DNA sequences

In order to analyze groups of users rather than single users, we need to study multiple digital DNA

sequences as a whole. A group A of M = |A| users can be described by the digital DNA sequences of the

5The choice of such thresholds may appear arbitrary. Unfortunately, there is no consensus in the literature on account
age estimation. Relying on statistical measures, a sound alternative for choosing the thresholds could be to consider tertiles
according to the age distribution of the dataset under investigation.
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M users,

A =


s1

s2

...

sM

 =


(b1,1, b1,2, . . . , b1,n)

(b2,1, b2,2, . . . , b2,m)
...

(bM,1, bM,2, . . . , bM,p)

 (1)

The group A is defined as a column-vector of M digital DNA sequences of variable length, one sequence for

each user of the group.

To perform our analyses on digital DNA sequences, we rely on recent advances is the fields of bioinfor-

matics and string mining [34]. One of the possible means to quantify similarities between sequential data

representations, such as our digital DNA sequences, is the longest common substring [2]. Intuitively, users

that share long behavioral patterns are much more likely to be similar than those that share short behavioral

patterns. Given two strings, si of length n and sj of length m, their longest common substring (henceforth

LCS) is the longest string that is a substring of both si and sj . For example, given si = CHARLIE and

sj = LIMA, their LCS = LI and its length = 2. The extended version of this problem that considers an

arbitrary finite number of strings, is called the k-common substring problem [15]. In this case, given a vector

A = (s1, . . . , sM ) of M strings, the problem is that of finding the LCS that is common to at least k of these

strings, for each 2 ≤ k ≤M . Given that, in the k-common substring problem, the LCS is computed for each

2 ≤ k ≤M , it is possible to plot a LCS curve, showing the relationship between the length of the LCS and

the number k of strings. Figures 3a to 3d depict the LCS curves computed for a set of Twitter accounts

via the B3
type, B3

content, B3
interaction and B3

account-age alphabets. On the x axis is reported the number k of

accounts (corresponding to the k digital DNA sequences used to compute LCS values) and on the y axis the

length of the LCS common to at least k accounts.

An LCS curve is a representation of the behavioral similarities among a group of users, since it is an

ordered sequence of substring lengths. To obtain a single value as measure of similarity for the whole group,

we can compute the area under the LCS curve (AUC) [31, 29]. Since LCS curves are discrete functions

defined over the [2,M ] range, their AUC can be computed straightaway, without approximations, with the

following trapezoid rule,

AUC =

M∑
k=3

(LCS[k − 1] + LCS[k])∆k

2

=
1

2

M∑
k=3

LCS[k − 1] + LCS[k] (2)

Compared to LCS, the definition of AUC given above, allows us to quantitatively and directly compare the

overall similarity among different groups.
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Figure 3: Examples of the LCS curves of a group of legitimate accounts, obtained with some of the alphabets defined in Table 1.

4. Real-world Twitter datasets

The analyses discussed in the remainder of this paper are supported by both synthetic and real-world

data. Here, we describe the real-world datasets used in the experiments. Focusing on Twitter, several

months were spent for collecting the activities of a random sample of legitimate accounts and of 3 different

groups of social bots. It is worth noting that, while not being the focus of the current study, data about the

behaviors of the 3 bot groups might serve as a reference to better discriminate the characteristics of online

human behaviors.

The dataset of certified human accounts has been collected by employing hybrid crowdsensing [3] to

contact a random set of Twitter users. We mentioned them in tweets about our research. In such tweets,
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relationships

dataset accounts tweets followers friends interactions

Legitimate 3,278 8,377,522 4,740,286 2,153,107 591,768

Bot1 991 1,610,176 4,031,897 4,022,884 147,387

Bot2 2,107 348,488 200,801 733,699 166,945

Bot3 464 1,418,626 1,352,370 818,913 15,041

Table 2: Statistics about our 4 real-world Twitter datasets used in our experiments.

we asked them simple questions in natural language. Contacted users gave answers to the questions in the

form of replies to our tweets. Then, we designed and implemented a Twitter crawler to collect all the tweets

containing an answer to one of our questions. All the answers were manually verified and all the 3,278

accounts that answered were certified as legitimate.

Data about the bots is related to the activities of 3 groups of social bots, recently detected in Twitter [20].

The Bot1 group is formed by 991 spambots that retweet tweets of a political candidate. The accounts in

Bot1 show a tweeting behavior apparently similar to those of legitimate accounts, with a few tweets posted

every day – mainly quotes from popular people. However, every time the political candidate posts a new

tweet from his official account, all the bots retweet it in a time span of a few minutes.

Spambots in the Bot2 group promote a premium app for mobile devices via a dedicated hashtag. They

mention human accounts, suggesting them to buy the VIP version of the app from a Web store.

Finally, Bot3 consists of social bots that advertise products on sale on an e-commerce platform. Such

activity is carried out by spamming URLs pointing to the products.

The statistics about the real-world datasets used in our experiments are reported in Table 2, while

frequency statistics on the distribution of tweets, followers, friends, and interactions per account are shown

in Figure 4.

5. Quantification of randomness in online behaviors

Previous results with digital DNA [18, 21], as well as with different techniques ([36, 27] and references

therein) showed evidence of high heterogeneity in human behaviors, when the latter are compared with

those of spambots. Here, we investigate whether online behaviors are truly chaotic and driven by chance

alone, or, instead, there exist some laws that guide them, resulting in minimal, yet meaningful, outcomes.

A trustworthy approach to analyse this type of relations is based on null models and null hypotheses,

introduced and developed for inferential statistics and graph theory [48, 5]. In our scenario, by relying on a

large number of null models and statistical inference techniques, we aim at disentangling the properties of

our LCS curves from the statistical effects due to alea.

This section proposes a general and adaptable algorithm for the construction of null models of digital

DNA sequences. The algorithm is exploited to generate 3 diverse kinds of null models, in which digital
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Figure 4: Frequency statistics on the distribution of tweets, followers, friends and interactions about our 4 real-world Twitter
datasets.

DNA sequences are randomly generated, preserving however noteworthy features of real sequences. The

methodology works as follows. Firstly, we employ our proposed techniques to create a huge number of

random (synthetic) sequences. Secondly, we collate the sequences so as to obtain groups similar to our

groups of both legitimate and bot accounts. Then, we apply the approach introduced in Section 3 to

analyze the groups of random sequences. Finally, we compare results obtained from real data to those

obtained from the synthetic sequences, discussing the implications of our analysis.
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5.1. Null models for groups of digital DNA sequences

Given a group A of M accounts, defined in Equation (1), with a digital DNA derived from alphabet B,

the task of defining a null model Â for A lies in creating a set of M random sequences ŝ so that,

Â =


ŝ1

ŝ2

...

ŝM

 =


(b̂1,1, b̂1,2, . . . , b̂1,i)

(b̂2,1, b̂2,2, . . . , b̂2,j)
...

(b̂M,1, b̂M,2, . . . , b̂M,k)

 with b̂ ∈ B

where the ŝ and b̂ symbols denote sequences and characters randomly generated. The null model is created

by generating a random string of characters for each account in the original group A. Let B the alphabet

originally used to sequentialize the actions of the accounts in A. The characters to generate the random

strings are picked, with a given probability, amongst the bases in B.

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo-code for creating the null model. In the algorithm, at each iteration

input : A // group of M DNA sequences
B // alphabet of A

output: Â // group of M random DNA sequences

1 Â = ( );
2 M = |A|;
3 for i = 1 to M do
4 ŝi = ( );
5 choose length n̂i for ŝi according to a given null model;
6 for j = 1 to n̂i do

7 choose base b̂i,j = Bk ∈ B according to a given null model;

8 ŝi.append(b̂i,j);

9 end

10 Â.push(ŝi);

11 end

12 return Â;

Algorithm 1: General procedure for creating a null model Â for the group of accounts A.

of the inner loop, each base Bk ∈ B is picked with probability Pr(Bk) and assigned to b̂i,j . This constitutes

the process to choose the characters for the random sequence. The character b̂i,j is then appended to the

current random sequence ŝi. At each iteration of the outer loop, it chooses the length n̂i of the current

random sequence ŝi and, after the sequence is completed (i.e., the inner loop has terminated), it pushes ŝi

inside the vector Â. When the outer loop is completed the vector Â has length |Â| = |A|. Â represents a

null model for A.

The core of the algorithm is represented by lines 5 and 7. Indeed, the operations described therein

determine the way in which a null model is constructed. For the sake of simplicity, and without loosing

the property of creating a truly random null model, we could just create sequences of random length by

letting n̂i be a random variable following the discrete uniform distribution over the set N∩ [1, max |si|] and

by assigning each base Bk ∈ B to b̂i,j with an uniform probability Pr(Bk) = 1
|B| . However, the null model

would not resemble either the lengths of the sequences s of A, or the statistical distribution of the Bk bases
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in A. Thus, the adoption of such model as a term of comparison with the real sequences would be very

scarce. Instead, we follow the approach usually adopted in network science and graph theory for creating

random graphs [47]. We thus define 3 null models with similar characteristics to the original sequences of

A, namely the average, bootstrap, and permutation null models.

In the average null model, each random sequence ŝi has a length n̂ai equal to the mean of the lengths of

the sequences si of A,

n̂ai =
1

M

M∑
i=1

|si| (3)

and the probability of assigning a base Bk ∈ B to b̂i,j is the ratio of characters b = Bk among all the

sequences of A,

Pra(Bk) =

M∑
i=1

|si|∑
j=1

f(bi,j , Bk)

M∑
i=1

|si|
(4)

with f(b, Bk) defined as,

f(b, Bk) =

1 if b = Bk

0 otherwise

In practice, as defined by equations (3) and (4), the random DNA sequences created with the average null

model mimic the characteristics of the M sequences of A.

Instead, we exploit a resampling [14] of the corresponding real sequence si of A to create a specific random

sequence ŝi. More in detail, in both the bootstrap null model (n̂bi ) and in the permutation null model (n̂pi ),

the length of a given random sequence ŝi is equal to the length of the corresponding real sequence si,

n̂bi = n̂pi = |si|

Then, in the bootstrap null model, the b̂ bases of the ŝi random sequence are assigned with a bootstrap of

the corresponding real sequence si (i.e., by sampling with replacement). In the permutation null model, the

b̂ bases of the ŝi random sequence are assigned with a permutation of the corresponding real sequence si

(i.e., by sampling without replacement). By acting in such a way, the bootstrap and the permutation null

models follow much more closely the characteristics of the real digital DNA sequences of A, with respect to

the average null model.

5.2. Simple null models of online behaviors

Here, we run a series of simulations to evaluate if and to what extent the similarity measured from

real Twitter data and expressed by our LCS curves could be explained by our null models introduced in

Section 5.1. For each group of account in our dataset – legitimate accounts, Bot1, Bot2, and Bot3 – we

create 1,000 instances of each null model. Such instances are different between each other, since they are
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Figure 5: Qualitative comparison between real LCS curves and 1,000 average, bootstrap, and permutation null models for each
group of accounts. Sequences used for this experiment are obtained with the B3

type alphabet.

generated with the stochastic method in Algorithm 1. Thus, we have 3,000 null models per group of accounts

and a total number of 25,158,000 randomly generated DNA sequences. The real LCS curve of a group of

accounts is then compared with the 1,000 null models per type related to that group.

For a qualitative comparison, Figure 5 shows the real LCS curve of our groups of accounts (solid red

lines) and the mean of the LCS curves of the 1,000 average, bootstrap, and permutation null models (dotted

and dashed lines) created for each group of accounts. Figure 5 highlights relevant differences between the

LCS curves from real Twitter data and those derived from the 3 types of null models. As expected, the

bootstrap and permutation null models yield LCS curves that are much more similar to the real ones than

those generated by the average null models. This can be appreciated by looking at the values of the LCS

curves, which are overall lower, but comparable to that of the real sequences, and also considering the

trends of the curves, again comparable to the real ones. Notably, despite the highlighted similarities, the

LCS curves derived from all the null models present lower values than the respective real curves. This

suggests that the level of behavioral similarity measured for all the 4 groups of accounts is not due to alea.

Even if we create synthetic sequences by filling them with random bases extracted from the same statistical

distribution of the real sequences, this leads to different results. The explanation is that a simple resampling

of the real sequences erased some of the behavioral patterns that were present in our real data. This result

is particularly relevant for legitimate accounts. From a qualitative viewpoint, results in Figure 5 show that,

although featuring limited common patterns, the behaviors of a group of human accounts show a higher

degree of similarity than accounts that have the same distribution, but performing random actions.

We also perfom a quantitative analysis, to assess the probability that the amount of behavioral similarity

expressed by the real LCS curves could be obtained by chance. To extract a single, quantitative index of

behavioral similarity from an LCS curve, we exploit the notion of area under the curve (AUC), introduced

in Section 3.2. The higher is the AUC value of the LCS curve of a group of accounts, the higher is the degree

of behavioral similarity among those accounts. Table 3 presents the results. For each group of accounts, we

report the area under the real LCS curve and the mean area under the LCS curves derived from the 3 types
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null models

accounts real data average (%) bootstrap (%) permutation (%)

Bot1 6.74× 105 1.43× 105 (21%) 4.90× 105 (73%) 4.63× 105 (69%)
Bot2 5.37× 104 2.00× 104 (37%) 2.19× 104 (41%) 2.16× 104 (40%)
Bot3 1.31× 106 0.18× 106 (14%) 1.29× 106 (99%) 1.29× 106 (99%)

Legitimate 1.27× 105 0.31× 105 (24%) 0.50× 105 (39%) 0.50× 105 (39%)

Table 3: Quantitative comparison between AUC values of real LCS sequences and those measured for the null models.

of null models. As shown in the table, the AUC value for the real curves is always higher than the mean

values of the null models.

5.3. Introducing block null models

As seen in the previous sections, the bootstrap and permutation null models are better representative

than the average null models, for all the considered groups of accounts. Thus, in this section, we carry

out more detailed experiments with the former null models. Instead of performing the bootstrap and the

permutation resampling one character at a time, we carry out block level bootstraps and permutations. As

shown in the toy example of Figure 6, at every iteration of the null model algorithm, we build a random

digital DNA sequence ŝi by picking groups of contiguous characters from the corresponding real sequence si.

The bigger the size of the block used for the bootstraps and permutations, the more behavioral patterns are

likely to be preserved within the random DNA sequences ŝ. Remarkably, biological DNA has been analysed

by means of block-based resampling [63]. One aim of our experiment is to assess whether human behaviors,

modeled by digital DNA sequences, feature a memory effect. That is, if an action that an account performs

at a given time occurs because of a given set (say x) of previous actions. In case it exists a memory effect

of a given size x, then the AUC measured for null models with block size = x should be greater than those

measured for models with block size 6= x.

Figure 6: Difference between one-character and block resampling. The bigger the block size, the more patterns that are likely
to be preserved during the resampling operation.

We experiment with two kinds of increase in block size (= x). Firstly, we consider linear increases, with

x ∈ [1, 5]. Secondly, in order to explore a bigger portion of the block size space, we also perform experiments

with block size increasing as a power of 2 (i.e., block size = 2x, with x = 1, . . . , 10). To run this second

batch of experiments on block null models, we create 201,264,000 additional synthetic sequences.
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Figure 7: Qualitative comparison between real LCS curves and 1,000 block-bootstrap null models for each block size and for
each group of accounts. Sequences used for this experiment are obtained with the B3

type alphabet.
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Figure 8: Qualitative comparison between real LCS curves and 1,000 block-permutation null models for each block size and for
each group of accounts. Sequences used for this experiment are obtained with the B3

type alphabet.

Qualitative results with block size = 1, . . . , 5 are shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively for block-bootstrap

and block-permutation null models.

In addition, Table 4 reports a comparison of AUC values measured for LCS curves derived from block-

bootstrap and block-permutation null models versus those derived from real data. By increasing the block

size, we are able to generate DNA sequences that are increasingly more similar to the real ones. This is

pictorially shown in figures 7 and 8 by the family of LCS curves of the null models that get closer to the

curve obtained with real data, at each increase in block size. However, as analytically reported in Table 4,

there is not a block size for which we measure a local maximum in AUC. This result seems to support the

lack of a memory effect in the sequence of our online actions.

Finally, Figure 9 shows, for legitimate accounts, the percentage increment in explained AUC for null

models with block size = x, with respect to the null models with block size = x − 1. This highlights the

increment in AUC obtained when increasing the block size. As shown, rather than a memory effect for a

specific block size, we witness to a law of diminishing returns, meaning that each subsequent increment in

block size results in an increasingly small AUC improvement.
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block size

accounts real data 1 2 3 4 5

block-bootstrap

Bot1 6.74× 105 4.90× 105 (73%) 5.13× 105 (76%) 5.29× 105 (79%) 5.41× 105 (80%) 5.50× 105 (82%)
Bot2 5.37× 104 2.19× 104 (41%) 2.00× 104 (37%) 2.10× 104 (39%) 2.27× 105 (42%) 2.41× 105 (45%)
Bot3 1.31× 106 1.29× 106 (99%) 1.29× 106 (99%) 1.30× 106 (99%) 1.30× 105 (99%) 1.30× 105 (99%)

Legitimate 1.27× 105 0.50× 105 (39%) 0.56× 105 (44%) 0.61× 105 (48%) 0.64× 105 (50%) 0.67× 105 (53%)

block-permutation

Bot1 6.74× 105 4.63× 105 (69%) 4.85× 105 (72%) 4.99× 105 (74%) 5.09× 105 (76%) 5.17× 105 (77%)
Bot2 5.37× 104 2.16× 104 (40%) 2.00× 104 (37%) 2.09× 104 (39%) 2.30× 105 (43%) 2.46× 105 (46%)
Bot3 1.31× 106 1.29× 106 (99%) 1.29× 106 (99%) 1.29× 106 (99%) 1.29× 105 (99%) 1.29× 105 (99%)

Legitimate 1.27× 105 0.50× 105 (39%) 0.56× 105 (44%) 0.60× 105 (47%) 0.64× 105 (50%) 0.66× 105 (52%)

Table 4: Quantitative comparison between AUC values of real LCS sequences and those measured for block-bootstrap and
block-permutation null models, at different block sizes.

5.4. A law of diminishing returns

To throughly analyze this property, we exploit results of the null models obtained with block sizes = 2x.

In detail, Figure 10 shows the percentage of real AUC explained by null models as a function of the block

size. As expected from the law of diminishing returns, the real AUC explained by null models increases

asymptotically towards its maximum. The maximum is obviously achieved when the block size equals the

length of the digital DNA sequences. In order to give a rigorous characterization of this phenomenon we also

performed an asymptotic fitting of our data against a number of well-known asymptotic growth models [9].

As thoroughly reported in Table 5, the diminishing returns property of our behavioral models accurately

follows a 4-parameters Weibull growth model,

f(x) = p1 − p2 exp(−p3x
p4)

with p1 representing the asymptote of the model (also visible in Figure 10), p2 being the drop between the

asymptote and the y intercept, p3 representing the (growth) rate constant, and p4 being the power of x
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Figure 9: Increment in percentage AUC of a null model with block size = x, with respect to the same null model with block
size = x− 1.
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model parameters MAE RMSE

block-bootstrap

asymptotic f(x) = p1 + (p2 − p1) exp(−p3x) p1 = 85.56, p2 = 43.83, p3 = 0.04 1.7572 1.9861

logistic f(x) =
p1

1+exp(
p2−x
p3

)
p1 = 85.18, p2 = −2.54, p3 = 19.93 2.1574 2.4614

Michaelis-Menten f(x) = p1
x

p2+x p1 = 83.97, p2 = 2.69 3.8071 4.5154

Gompertz f(x) = p1 exp(−p2px3 ) p1 = 85.35, p2 = 0.64, p3 = 0.95 1.9775 2.2422

Weibull f(x) = p1 − p2 exp(−p3xp4 ) p1 = 87.61, p2 = 67.61, p3 = 0.32, p4 = 0.44 0.2013 0.2359

block-permutation

asymptotic f(x) = p1 + (p2 − p1) exp(−p3x) p1 = 94.52, p2 = 45.35, p3 = 0.03 2.6578 2.9644

logistic f(x) =
p1

1+exp(
p2−x
p3

)
p1 = 93.87, p2 = −0.36, p3 = 25.67 3.2237 3.5969

Michaelis-Menten f(x) = p1
x

p2+x p1 = 91.38, p2 = 3.67 5.6559 6.5212

Gompertz f(x) = p1 exp(−p2px3 ) p1 = 94.16, p2 = 0.71, p3 = 0.97 2.9686 3.3084

Weibull f(x) = p1 − p2 exp(−p3xp4 ) p1 = 99.24, p2 = 83.69, p3 = 0.31, p4 = 0.39 0.3293 0.3913

Table 5: Quantitative results of nonlinear fitting with asymptotic growth models. Best fitting models (lowest MAE and RMSE)
are in bold.

(p4 = 1 reduces the Weibull model to the simpler asymptotic model). As shown in Table 5, all other growth

models have mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) way bigger than those of

the Weibull model.

Diminishing returns have been first theorized in economics [52] and have surfaced ever since as a property

of many social and technical systems [64, 13]. The property of diminishing returns have many practical

consequences, since it implies an increasingly inefficient allocation of resources. Within our context, it means

that it might be inefficient to emulate online human behaviors with the models proposed in this section.

Instead, other more complex, recently proposed behavioral models might provide better results [25, 55].

Notably, our experiments with null models prove nonetheless valuable for demonstrating that human online

behaviors, despite being very heterogeneous, are not random at all. Furthermore, the characterization of our

null models, in terms of the Weibull growth model with its estimated parameters, opens up the possibility to

rigorously compare the effectiveness of existing and future behavioral models, thus allowing better-informed

decisions. Finally, the last experiment with block sizes = 2x, uncovered a significant asymptotic difference

between the block-bootstrap and the block-permutation models. Indeed, the latter shows a better asymptotic

behavior, since it proves capable of reaching a maximum explained AUC = 99.24%. The asymptote of the

block-bootstrap model is instead constrained to AUC = 87.61%.

6. A law characterizing online human behaviors

Leveraging the fact that our online behaviors, although seemingly uncorrelated and highly heterogeneous,

are not completely random, we aim at verifying whether a fundamental law exists that drives the online

behaviors of legitimate users, still in terms of LCS curves. We remark that a deeper understanding of

our online behaviors opens up the possibility to leverage such information for innovative applications. In
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Figure 10: Percentage of real AUC explained by null models as a function of block size, and fitting with several asymptotic
growth models. The Weibull model (solid orange line) is the one that best describes our data.

addition, models of our online behaviors can represent a benchmark when comparing the behaviors of

unknown or suspicious accounts.

Figures 3a to 3d show the LCS curves of legitimate accounts obtained with the B3
type, B3

content, B3
interaction

and B3
account-age alphabets (Table 1). The low values of LCS mean that human accounts share a limited

number of behavioral similarities. This scenario falls under the hat of the heavy-tailed phenomena: very few

accounts feature common behaviors, while the vast majority share little to no common behaviors. Heavy-

tailed phenomena have been witnessed in several expressions of human dynamics [4].

Hereafter, we study the link between the empirical data leading to the LCS curves obtained with all

the alphabets of Table 1 and some popular statistical distributions. A frequent task in computer physics

is fitting empirical data to unveil their underlying statistical distribution. Since our LCS curves feature a

heavy-tailed shape, we follow the approach in [17, 33] for fitting power law distributions. The approach can

be extended to fit any kind of statistical distribution. We proceed as follows: (i) we choose the statistical

distributions that represent plausible hypotheses to describe our empirical data. Given the informal nature

of this step, descriptive statistics and plots of the empirical data (such as the ones in Figure 3) can provide

valuable hints. (ii) For each theoretical model proposed in the previous step, we estimate the parameters that

best fit our empirical data. (iii) We evaluate the competing theoretical models, by assessing the goodness-of-fit

of the theoretical models – with the estimated parameters – to our empirical data. The theoretical model

that shows the best fit is the one that best explains our empirical data.

As theoretical models, we investigate with the Poisson distribution and three well-known heavy-tailed

distributions: the power law (or Pareto), the log-normal, and the exponential distributions. As parameters,

in addition to the characteristic parameters for a specific distribution (e.g., the scaling parameter α for a

power law distribution), we need to estimate the lower cutoff value – namely, the lowest LCS value for which
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our empirical data follows that distribution. As noticed in [17], in practice few empirical phenomena follow a

distribution for all values of their domain. What often happens is that such behavior applies only for values

greater than some minimum xmin . Therefore, as suggested in [17, 33], for each theoretical model, we first

estimate the xmin parameter, by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Then, we employ a maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) method to estimate the characteristic parameters of the distribution, starting

from xmin . We then fit our empirical data with the theoretical models defined by the estimated parameters.

As done in [17, 33], we execute the model fitting and the goodness-of-fit evaluation on the complementary

cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of our LCS curves. The CCDF of a random variable X is denoted

by PX(x) and is defined as the probability that the random variable X takes on a value greater than or

equal to x,

PX(x) = Pr(X ≥ x)

We denote with P̂X(x) each of the theoretical distributions introduced before. We will measure the

distance between the empirical data PX(x) and each P̂X(x). To evaluate the goodness-of-fit, we can rely on

well-known metrics of distance between statistical distributions. In particular, we rely on the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov distance (DKS) and the Kullback-Liebler distance (DKL).

Intuitively, DKS measures the maximum distance between the two considered distributions, over their

domain,

DKS(PX , P̂X) = sup
x
|PX(x)− P̂X(x)| (5)

DKL is instead an information theoretic metric that measures how much information is lost when a given

distribution P̂X(x) is approximated by PX(x). In detail, DKL is the symmetric version of the Kullback-

Liebler divergence dKL(PX , P̂X) =
∑
x ln

(
PX(x)

P̂X(x)

)
PX(x) thus,

DKL(PX , P̂X) =
dKL(PX , P̂X) + dKL(P̂X , PX)

2
(6)

As a result of equations (5) and (6), the lower the DKS and DKL for a fitted model, the better the fit.

The quantitative results of the parameters estimation and model fitting for the LCS curves computed

considering digital DNA sequences encoded according to the considered alphabets are reported in Table 6.

To help understanding the quality of the distribution fitting, we report the proportion of the data being cut

with the corresponding xmin estimated parameter in the unfit ratio column. Qualitative results of model

fitting are shown in Figure 11. According to both quantitative and qualitative outcomes, the LCS curves of

human Twitter accounts obey a log-normal distribution. This confirms the results achieved in past work,

showing evidence of log-normal distributions in online human behaviors [57, 60, 28].

A phenomenon following a log-normal distribution, as in the case of all heavy-tailed distributions, is

characterized by a few events of exceptionally high magnitude and by a multitude of almost insignificant

events, with all intermediate values still present. In our scenario, a few human accounts share long behavioral
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alphabet model parameters xmin unfit ratio DKS DKL

B3
typ.

power law α = 3.16 128 0.0390 0.0478 0.0100
log-normal µ = 3.78, σ = 0.96 31 0.0095 0.0172 0.0004
exponential λ = 0.01 35 0.0107 0.0550 0.0126
poisson λ = 613.33 417 0.1272 0.4654 0.2074

B3
acc.

power law α = 6.14 250 0.0763 0.0477 0.0035
log-normal µ = 4.42, σ = 0.59 69 0.0210 0.0097 0.0008
exponential λ = 0.01 36 0.0110 0.0028 0.0001
poisson λ = 1020.57 920 0.2807 0.3571 0.0072

B3
con.

power law α = 2.93 39 0.0119 0.0502 0.0288
log-normal µ = 2.38, σ = 1.05 12 0.0037 0.0074 0.0005
exponential λ = 0.03 51 0.0156 0.0568 0.0069
poisson λ = 176.47 120 0.0366 0.4105 0.1803

B6
con.

power law α = 2.23 14 0.0043 0.0490 0.0770
log-normal µ = 3.62, σ = 0.71 33 0.0101 0.0095 0.0010
exponential λ = 0.03 32 0.0098 0.0212 0.0019
poisson λ = 160.05 115 0.0351 0.3454 0.1905

B3
int.

power law α = 3.17 137 0.0418 0.0422 0.0066
log-normal µ = 3.85, σ = 0.95 33 0.0101 0.0152 0.0004
exponential λ = 0.01 36 0.0110 0.0543 0.0119
poisson λ = 1579.50 1313 0.4005 0.4111 0.0057

B6
int.

power law α = 3.17 137 0.0418 0.0422 0.0065
log-normal µ = 3.85, σ = 0.95 33 0.0101 0.0152 0.0004
exponential λ = 0.01 36 0.0110 0.0543 0.0118
poisson λ = 1696.81 1633 0.4982 0.4413 0.0336

Table 6: Quantitative results of parameters estimation and model fitting for theoretical distributions on our empirical data.
Best fitting models (lowest xmin , lowest unfit ratio, DKS , DKL) are in bold.
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Figure 11: Qualitative evaluation of model fitting.

patterns, while the vast majority of them have just short sequences in common. Heavy-tailed distributions

of phenomena related to our online actions have recently been explained as being a direct consequence of

human heterogeneity [4, 46]. Thus, apart from a few exceptions, the human accounts in our datasets show

strong evidence of behavioral heterogeneity. Although high behavioral similarities are possible according to
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Figure 12: Behavioral traces of different test groups (dashed lines) and their comparison with the reference trace (solid line).

the log-normal distribution, the probability of witnessing to a large number of such events is extremely low,

as demonstrated by the CCDFs of human LCS curves. Therefore, and remarkably, this deep characterization

of the LCS curves of human accounts could also be exploited as a reference, to underline suspicious behaviors.

6.1. Behavioral characterization for bot detection

In this section, we want to show a possible application of the main findings of the above sections. In

particular, we evaluate the applicability and the effectiveness of a bot detection technique, based on the log-

normal characterization of human accounts. Specifically, we demonstrate that a group of human-operated

accounts leaves a distinctive log-normal behavioral trace, if observed through the lenses of digital DNA.

Here, we compare this behavioral trace with the ones generated by different groups of bots. Our goal is to

evaluate the possibility to detect groups of accounts composed of bots by comparing their behavioral trace

with the reference trace left by a group of human accounts. While the proposed approach is sound and

effective, here we only present it as a possible application, without providing a complete analysis of it, being

the proposal of a fully working detection solution out of the scope of the paper. In particular, the presented

results only refer to one single experiment and, therefore, as they are, it is not possible to generalize the

results: such results should be considered as proof of the potential of the results, paving the way to further

exploration of the possible applications.

In order to perform a throughout evaluation, we also carry out additional experiments by creating groups

of accounts composed of both humans and bots. We expect this mixed group to be much harder to detect

and thus we are interested in evaluating whether our approach is still successful. Notably, this experiment

mirrors the real-world application scenario of many bot detection techniques, where researchers and OSN

administrators analyze a group of unknown accounts, possibly containing bots (e.g., all the retweeters of

a politician, some of which might be bots while others are legitimate accounts). We also carry out an

experiment where we compare legitimate accounts with other legitimate accounts. In fact, not only do we

want our technique to spot groups containing bots, but we also want it to “ignore” groups that are solely

composed of humans, having a low false positive rate. Figure 12 shows the behavioral traces considered in

the following experiments.
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test group DKL DKS p-value

Legitimate 0.0010 0.0737 0.9603

Bot1 0.7267 0.6951 1.33 ×10−15

Bot2 0.3652 0.4603 2.14 ×10−6

Bot3 1.2275 0.8391 6.66 ×10−16

Mixed Bot1 0.5251 0.5542 4.55 ×10−12

Mixed Bot2 0.3258 0.4819 4.24 ×10−9

Mixed Bot3 0.6858 0.5730 7.72 ×10−14

Table 7: Results of the application of a bot detection technique based on the log-normal behavioral trace of legitimate accounts.
Anomalous groups that are likely to contain bots are highlighted.

In order to test our detection approach, we implement an anomaly detection technique similar to that

adopted in [59]. In detail, we consider as anomalous those groups of accounts whose behavioral trace

significantly differs from a reference trace. Specifically, in every experiment, we compare the empirical

behavioral trace of a test group of accounts (e.g., Bot1, Bot2) with the theoretical one derived from a

log-normal fitting (with the parameters set as in Table 6) of an equal-sized group of legitimate accounts.

We propose to measure the difference between behavioral traces with the same distance metrics previously

introduced in Section 6, namely DKS defined in Equation (5) and DKL defined in Equation (6). Then, a

test group is anomalous if the distance between its behavioral trace and the reference one exceeds a given

threshold. As already done for many anomaly detection tasks, we express the threshold as a number of

deviations from a characteristic value of the reference. In detail, we set the threshold as a number K = 5

of times the maximum distance measured for the various log-normal fits of legitimate accounts reported in

Table 6,

Dth = K ×max(Dlegitimate)

Given the previous results in Table 6, our thresholds are Dth
KS = 5×0.0172 = 0.0860 and Dth

KL = 5×0.0010 =

0.0050.

Table 7 reports the results of our analyses, showing distance values for different test groups in terms of

DKL and DKS . In the table, distance values that exceed the corresponding threshold are highlighted. As

shown, all test groups exceed the thresholds, with the only exception of the test-set composed of legitimate

accounts. This means that our bot detection approach detect as anomalous all the groups containing bot

accounts. Instead, the DKL and DKS distances for the test group of legitimate accounts are greater than

those measured in Table 6, but not greater than our thresholds. As such, the test group of legitimate accounts

is not labeled as anomalous. As expected, all distances measured for the mixed groups are greater than

those of the corresponding bot group (with the only exception of DKS for Mixed Bot2), thus highlighting

the increased difficulty in detecting mixed groups of bots and humans.

TheDKS distance obtained from the 1-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test also allows to compute a p-value,

reported in Table 7. Within this context, this p-value indicates the likelihood that the empirical behavioral
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trace is sampled from the theoretical behavioral trace. In other words, a large p-value indicates that the

test group is likely composed of legitimate accounts, while, conversely, a small p-value raises concerns about

the presence of bots in the test group. In Table 7, results about the p-values confirm the detection of the

bot and mixed groups. The legitimate group instead features a large p-value.

Closing, it is worth nothing that, although the validity of the detection method is here shown with test

samples whose nature is known a priori, in real applications we can compare the benchmark with the LCS

curves of unknown groups of users. Adopting the threshold-based approach above described, we can not

only qualitatively appreciate the similarities, and differences, between the benchmark and the curve to be

evaluated, but also, we can quantify the nature of the group under investigation: namely, to understand if

a group of accounts not known a priori can hide automatic accounts.

In this sense, the technique is therefore close to those approaches that, contrary to unveiling the nature

of the accounts by inspecting them one by one, as in [26, 58], consider if, in a group of accounts not known

a priori, there could be hidden a subset of bots. By refining the technique in a future work, we decidedly

aim at confronting its performances with Stamper [59], a method whose philosophy is similar to what is

proposed here, although based on different features, like the join date of the accounts to the platform under

investigation, and their number of followers.

6.1.1. Application scenarios

Considering the whole Twittersphere, the ratio of human accounts to spambot ones is very different with

respect to that of our test-sets. Indeed, recent surveys report that the percentage of bots on Twitter can be

estimated within the range 9 - 15% [32]. However, the distribution of such spambot accounts is not even in

all the Twittersphere, and such accounts tend to cluster around specific topics and/or users. For instance,

no spambot would tamper discussions about a marginal and unimportant topic, and average Twitter users

would rarely buy fake followers to boost their popularity. Instead, important and controversial topics, such

as those related to politics [7], attract large groups of spammers, pretty much in the same way as popular

users attract (or rather buy) fake followers [26].

Thus, the bot detection technique discussed in Section 6.1 is more focused on detecting bots within

subsets of the Twitter network, rather than within the whole network. In fact, we envisage the application

of our proposed detection technique to spot anomalous groups within devoted events/campaigns, e.g.:

• The accounts that retweet a certain influential/popular account;

• The accounts participating in an electoral campaign, for example all the accounts that use a specific

hashtag;

• The followers of a certain influential/popular account.
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In these scenarios, where the analysis is concentrated on a subset of accounts acting around a particular

event/character, the ratio between genuine and spam accounts can drastically vary, even leading to a balance

in the cardinality of the two groups. For example, recent works studying Twitter spam around US stocks,

found that as much as 71% of users discussing stocks were in fact social bots [22, 23].

7. On the evolution of current contribution

In this paper, we employ a set of resampling techniques to generate new behavioral fingerprints, as

similar as possible to those of legitimate Twitter users. To the best of our knowledge, there exists only

another attempt to approach this task: in [24, 25], the authors manipulate generations of Twitter social

bots, to obtain - and study - their possible future evolutions, with the aim of eventually deriving more

effective detection techniques. In detail, they propose and experiment with a novel genetic algorithm for the

synthesis of online accounts. The algorithm allows to create synthetic evolved versions of current state-of-

the-art social bots, proved to be behaviorally indistinguishable to legitimate Twitter users. Thus, a corollary

of the cousin works is the capability to synthesize behavioral traces of human-operated accounts.

Work in [24] provides a comparison between the obtained results and the ones provided in this manuscript.

Qualitative evaluations of such comparison are shown in Figure 13. The LCS curve of the group of legitimate

Figure 13: Synthetic and real LCS curves of human-operated accounts: A comparison of different techniques. Courtesy of [24].

accounts to emulate is labeled benchmark. As shown, the LCS curve of the synthetic accounts generated with

GenBot, that is the genetic algorithm developed and applied in [24, 25], is almost completely overlapping

the benchmark. The only exception is in the tail of the LCS curve and it is visible in the log-log inset of

Figure 13. We can notice that the statistical resampling of the digital DNA sequences of legitimate users

based on (i) the average characteristics of those users (average); (ii) a block permutation with block size
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= 5 (labeled 5-permutation); and (iii) a block bootstrap with block size = 5 (labeled 5-bootstrap) struggle

to fit the head of the LCS curve, while instead they perform better in the tail. To this regard, the approach

described in this paper and the one described in [24, 25] seem to be complementary, with the genetic

algorithm approach capable of fitting all the LCS curves except for the tail, which instead is well fit by the

resampling approaches presented in this manuscript. Given such outcome, one further improvement could

be the adoption of block resampling strategies in GenBot, adding them to the mutations and crossovers

already employed in the genetic algorithm.

8. Conclusions

In this work, we analyzed the collective behaviors of Twitter users. By leveraging a novel algorithm used

to generate synthetic traces of human behavior, we demonstrated that such behaviors – although extremely

heterogeneous – are not comparable to sequences of random actions. We showed evidence that user online

activities lack a memory effect. Instead, they are characterized by a law of diminishing returns that follows a

Weibull growth model. Most importantly, we also demonstrated that the emergence of behavioral similarities

among a group of OSN users obey a log-normal law. Finally, we exploited this log-normal characterization

of human group behaviors to design a novel bot detection system that we successfully tested against four

real-world datasets.

Our results, other than being interesting on their own, also pave the way for future online behavioral

research. Indeed, the diminishing returns property of our behavioral models suggests that null models rely-

ing either on block bootstraps or permutations fail in efficiently resembling real online behaviors. For this

reason, in the future they could be replaced by other more powerful models for obtaining more accurate rep-

resentations of human online behaviors. A promising line of direction could consist in letting online accounts

evolve, as done in a recent work by means of a genetic algorithm, so that to evaluate the improvements one

could achieve by adopting a mix of the two techniques, i.e., mutations and crossovers that are key elements

of each genetic algorithm, and block resampling strategies, shown in this manuscript.

Furthermore, regarding the choice of modeling online accounts through their digital DNA, the temporal

dimension can convey important information about the nature of an account. For example, it might be

supportive to consider not only the chronological order in which the account performs the actions, i.e., how

the digital DNA model works now, but also to record each action with the timestamp at which it was

performed. This would allow us to highlight, for example, groups of accounts that do certain actions in the

same time frame. We will consider an extension of the DNA alphabets in future work.
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